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Monitoring/development procedures for 
8- to 13-year-old players
Principles

1. There are indications that some technical errors persist in different strokes in players attending USTA 
Regional Camps. The errors may be present for a number of reasons, one of which could be the 
poor level of the players’ physical skills, which limits the possibility of them developing the technical 
skills appropriate for their stage of development. High levels of development of the key physical 
skills, which are both possible and essential at different ages and stages of development, contribute 
positively to higher levels of technical skill.

2. Use the activities to practice between camps, which will help increase the player’s physical and technical 
abilities. This will not reduce specific coaching issues; it will, at a minimum, ensure that each player is 
actually capable of developing the technical skills. Parents and coaches will need to be given the reasons 
for the physical exercises and the protocols to show them how to help the player at home.

3. Each player’s height needs to be recorded at every camp so that PHV (growth-spurt) graphs can 
be drawn up, and the outcomes of some monitoring tests and the forward process of 
development can be understood.

4. Young players who are growing do not develop in a linear manner. As they grow, they may temporarily 
“lose” some skills, especially coordination. Coaches should not expect continuous improvement.

5. The importance of psychological and social development cannot be underestimated in terms of its 
contribution to the long-term possibilities for each player. Such monitoring is difficult to do but can 
be monitored through written multi-choice exercises during each camp.

Monitoring Athletic Development
1. Height

This measurement is very important so we can work out where the player is in terms of growth and 
development and thus estimate his or her physical level of development.

Stand the player against a flat surface and measure the player’s height by placing a marker against the 
flat surface at the back of the player’s head. Move out the player from underneath while the marker is 
held in place. The height should be recorded from where the underside of the flat object rests against the 
surface. Record the height in inches together with the date.

What to Observe/Assess

The following issues are important to observe when measuring the height of young players:

1. The time of day should be the same at every camp.

2. The protocols MUST be followed so that measurements are not skewed.

Monitoring and development procedures
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3. The atmosphere should be kept “matter of fact,” and comments should not be made about any 
player’s measurement.

The Link to Tennis Development

1. An increase in height reflects PHV (the rate and time of most rapid growth of the player). Growth 
has a huge impact on tennis ability. Height measurements and the recording of the changes in 
height are important tools in monitoring development.

2. It is not possible to predict the time or rate of PHV (the growth spurt) for any player, although its 
onset and rate reflects the player’s stage of maturation and therefore underpins the skills and 
abilities the player can develop. 

3. It is important to remember that physical growth has its most important impact on physical 
skill development. 

4. Psychological and physical skills do not develop at the same time or rate or in a linear manner, so 
coaches should not assume any link between psychological and physical maturity.

2. Core Strength and Body Rotation (Medicine Ball Toss)

Equipment

A medicine ball (to suit the age and size of the players); measuring tape.

Protocol

For players ages 8-9: use a 1-lb. medicine ball

The player stands with his or her feet in a square stance, first for a forehand and then for a 
backhand. The toes of the front foot should be touching the side line, with the player facing into the 
court. The player holds the medicine ball with both hands in front of his or her body and then turns the 
upper body, taking the ball in a shallow loop backwards and downwards, before throwing it forwards 
with both arms as far as possible. The throw should be from the forehand side first and then the 
backhand side. Repeat the action on each side.

The distance measurement is taken from the side line to the point where the ball lands. Record the 
furthest distance of two attempts in feet and inches for both the forehand and the backhand and then 
indicate the longest distance.

For players ages 10-11: use a 2-lb. medicine ball

The player stands with both feet in a semi-open stance, first for a forehand and then for a 
backhand. The forward foot should be against the side line, with the player facing into the court. The 
player holds the medicine ball with both hands in front of the body and then turns the upper body, 
taking the ball in a shallow loop backwards and downwards, before throwing it forwards with both 
arms as far as possible. The throw should be from the forehand side first and then the backhand side. 
Repeat the action on each side.
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The distance measurement is taken from the side line to the point where the ball lands. Record the 
furthest distance of two attempts in feet and inches for both the forehand and the backhand and then 
indicate the longest distance.

For players ages 12-13: use a 4-lb. medicine ball

The player stands with both feet in an open stance. The toes of both feet should be against the side 
line, with the player facing into the court. The player holds the medicine ball with both hands in front of 
the body and then turns the upper body, taking the ball in a shallow loop backwards and downwards, 
before throwing it forwards with both arms as far as possible. Throw from the forehand side first and 
then the backhand side. Repeat the action on each side.

The distance measurement is taken from the side line to the point where the ball lands. Record the 
furthest distance of two attempts in feet and inches for both the forehand and the backhand and then 
indicate the longest distance.

What to Observe/Assess

The following issues are important when observing and assessing young players:

MEDICINE BALL TOSS

Forehand Throw 1 Forehand Throw 2 Backhand Throw 1 Backhand Throw 2

Distance in feet 
and inches

Circle best attempt Circle best attempt

Monitoring and development procedures

MEDICINE BALL THROW
What to observe/assess

Quality 
High = 1

Improving = 2
Needs work = 3

Ages 8-9 Ages 10-11 Ages 12-13

Rotation and hips and shoulders

Use of both arms equally

Use of legs / kinetic chain

Involvement of core

Arm sped as ball is released
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The Link to Tennis Development

1. The physical skills being developed in this exercise are related to the ability of the player to develop 
the kinetic chain, to develop the correct shape of both groundstrokes and to develop racquet head 
speed through improved coordination. 

2. Remember: the age and physical maturation of the player is very important to consider in terms of 
what is possible.

3. Overhand Ball Throw (For Height and Distance)
For players ages 8-9 and 10-11

Equipment

A tape measure; yellow tennis balls. 

Protocol

Measure the distance from with the baseline to the back fence or from the outside side line to the side fence 
(depending on which fence is used), and then extend the measure to record either 60 feet for 8- to 9-year-
olds or 90 feet for 10- to 11-year-olds.

The test is for the player to throw a yellow tennis ball with height and distance, and to at least reach the target 
distance for his or her age. It is important for the development of the serve that the player learns to throw the 
ball high as well as forward.

The player stands close to the full-court (78 feet) baseline or to the outside side line, facing either the back 
fence or the high fence between two courts. His or her feet must be in an appropriate serve stance. The 
player places the ball on the ground just behind the back foot, reaches down to pick up the ball and then 
throws it with one motion up and high over the fence without changing the position of the feet until after the 
ball is released. The landing point of the ball back to the fence is marked so the distance can be recorded. 
The distance that 8- to 9-year-olds should be able to throw is at least 60 feet and 10- to 11-year-olds is at 
least 90 feet. Record the best of two attempts.

BALL THROW 
Ages 8-9: at least 60 ft.     Ages 10-11: at least 90 ft.

Throw 1 Throw 2

Distance in feet and inches

Circle best attempt
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What to Observe/Assess

The following qualities are important when observing and assessing young players:

1. The ability of the player to throw well depends on the use of the ground and the ability to maintain 
balance throughout the throw. 

2. Observe especially if the player rotates the back hip and/or foot forward too soon. Remind the 
player to keep the back foot behind the front one for a longer period.

3. Look for a continuous action from the pick-up to the release.

4. Observe if the player can throw the hand upwards and forwards when releasing the ball.

5. The player should involve the non-dominant arm. 

6. Most young players find it difficult to hit up at the ball in the serve, so observing the height of the 
throw over the high fence is important.

7. The distance that the ball is thrown forward should also be observed because it gives some 
indication of arm strength.

8. Observe the ability of the player to rotate the top half of the body and so improve the throwing action. 
This is a combination of better coordination of the action and increasing strength as the player develops.

Monitoring and development procedures

BALL THROW
What to observe/assess

Quality 
High = 1

Improving = 2
Needs work = 3

Ages 8-9 Ages 10-11

Maintains balance throughout

Maintains balance throughout

Continuous action

Rotation of top half of body

Throwing arm and hand move upward 
and forward at speed

Use of non-dominant arm
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9. The Link to Tennis Development

1. The serve is essentially a high overhand throw, so learning to throw well, with the right action, is an 
important link to serving.

2. Balance is important in the serve, so the width of the base of support (the position of the feet) and 
learning to control the body is important for younger players whose center of gravity is still high and 
whose coordination chain is still developing.

3. The development of the kinetic chain is an important part of serving, but it is not to be expected 
before ages 11-12.

“When they were little, I wanted them to throw like a boy. I had them throwing rocks, baseballs, 
footballs. Most parents would buy their child a doll: I was teaching them to throw. That’s why boys 
throw better than girls. And the better you throw the better you serve.” 

—Richard Williams, on how his daughters Serena and Venus developed their powerful serves

4. Explosive Power and Coordination (Multi-jumps)

For players ages 12-13

Equipment

A tape measure. 

Protocol

The player stands facing across the court, with his or her toes behind the inside side line and both feet 
together. The player jumps as far forward as possible, using both arms and to land on one foot. (Make 
sure the player jumps from both feet and does not just take one step forward). On landing, the player 
quickly hops forward to land on the other foot. He or she then hops forward again, to land on the first 
foot, and then again, on the second foot, before landing on both feet to finish.

Measure the distance from the toes at the start on the side line to the point where the heels land on the 
final jump. Record the best of two attempts.

Monitoring and development procedures

Inside side-line Measure point
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What to Observe/Assess

The following qualities are important when observing and assessing players ages 12-13:

1. The majority of players are growing rapidly and may lose coordination temporarily.

2. The ability of the player to coordinate the arms as a single unit is essential and helps the player gain 
height and distance.

3. Observe the ability of the player to rebound from the first hop through to the final landing on both feet. 
This increases forward momentum and is a coordination skill. 

4. Assess the ability of the player to maintain dynamic balance throughout the exercise.

5. The ability of the player to stop and balance on both feet at the end (i.e., control the forward 
momentum) should be assessed.

6. Observe the increase in leg strength and the development of the kinetic chain as the player matures.

The Link to Tennis Development

1. The physical skills being developed in this exercise are related to the ability of the player to 
coordinate the use of different parts of his or her body to generate force and is shown in the 
development of the kinetic chain. 

2. Dynamic balance and the ability to control forward momentum, even during vigorous stroke 
production, are very important in tennis.

Monitoring and development procedures

MULTI-JUMP
Ages 12-13: distance in feet and inches

Jump 1 Jump 2

Distance in feet and inches

Circle best attempt

MuLTI-JuMp
What to observe/assess

Quality 
High = 1

Improving = 2
Needs work = 3

Ages 12-13

Degree of coordination of arms/legs

Ability to stop and balance at end

Ability to rebound
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Monitoring Tennis Development
1. Ability to Generate Racquet Head Speed with Consistency and Quality in a Rally

For players ages 8-9, use an orange court with an orange ball
For players ages 10-11, use a 78-foot court with a green ball
For players ages 12-13, use a 78-foot court with a yellow ball

Equipment

A stopwatch or a timekeeper.

Protocol

The player rallies cross court with a hitter (an older player or a coach of much higher ability), first on the 
forehand and then on the backhand, for one minute each time. Every time the ball bounces at least 
beyond the service court line, the player scores a point. The total number of points scored during each 
minute session is recorded (and indicates stroke consistency).

In addition, the number of balls that bounce and are still rising as they cross the baseline is recorded 
(indicating racquet head speed and stroke quality).

Score the highest rally of two attempts each on the forehand and backhand. Start again if the hitter 
makes an error. Divide the total number of balls hit crosscourt and into court by the number that are 
still rising after the bounce as the ball crosses the baseline; the result is the final score. The lower the 
final score, the better the player has performed.

What to Observe/Assess

The following qualities are important when observing and assessing young players:

1. The ability of the player to generate pace combined with control.

2. The shape of the shot, especially in terms of the height of the racquet head at the end of the backswing.

3. Assess the source of any racquet head speed. (Is it arm only, or is the player beginning to use—or 
using—the kinetic chain?)

4. How able the player is in understanding where and how to hit a ball that rises quickly after the bounce.

Forehand 1 Forehand 2 Backhand 1 Backhand 2

Number in court

Number rising

In court divided 
by rising

Circle best attempt Circle best attempt
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The Link to Tennis Development

1. As players get older, the ability to maintain quality and consistency of the groundstrokes is essential.

2. The ability to be proactive and “cause damage/difficulty” for the opponent increases with age, and 
as the player increases in strength and confidence.

2. Ability to Serve Consistently and Accurately
For players ages 8-9, use an orange court with an orange ball.
For players ages 10-11, a green (78-ft.) court with a green ball.
For players ages 12-13, use a yellow (78-ft. court) with a yellow ball.

Protocol

A 3-foot-wide by 6-foot-long zone is marked out in the backhand corner of both the deuce and ad 
service courts. For the 12- to 13-year-olds, the zone should be moved 1 foot toward the net in the ad 
court. (Check the handiness of the receiver before placing the zones!)

The player hits 10 serves consecutively, from alternate courts, to a receiver. Each serve should land in 
the marked-out zone in the backhand corner of the receiver in each court. It is very important that the 
receiver is in position to “pressure” the serve. (The receiver could be asked to return several serves to 
maintain a realistic pressure on the server.)

Score the total number of serves hit into the target area. Also, record the quality of the action (meaning 
an effective grip and the ball being served with a quality action).

What to Observe/Assess

The following qualities are important when observing and assessing young players:

1. Assess the ability of the player to serve accurately while maintaining good technique.

2. Observe the ability of the player to serve well to the backhand side on both courts on a consistent 
basis. This is the more difficult side for many players.

Deuce Court Ad Court

Number of 10 in zone
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The Link to Tennis Development

1. As the player gets older, the serve should be accurate and consistent and begin to be a weapon.

2. The serve should be well shaped by age 9 and increasing in speed and accuracy by age 13.

3. Ability to Change the Pace of the Ball with Speed and Spin in a Rally 
For players ages 8-9, use an orange court with an orange ball.
For players ages 10-11, use a green (78-ft.’) court with a green ball.
For players ages 12-13, use a yellow (78-ft. court) with a yellow ball.

Protocol

The player is on the baseline, playing a rally sequence with a coach, who can feed appropriate balls. 
The first ball is a forehand approach down the line to the coach. 

The coach feeds in a second ball, which is a swing volley. The player takes the swing volley cross court 
(trying to angle the ball off the side line on the deuce side). 

The third ball is an angled stop volley and should land close to the net.

The player has three attempts to complete the rally sequence. 

Two scores are taken: the first for the number of successful shots, and the second for the quality of 
each action.

SERVE
What to observe/assess

Quality 
High = 1

Improving = 2
Needs work = 3

Ages 8-9 Ages 10-11 Ages 12-13

Throwing action of racquet head with continental grip

Use of the kinetic chain

Balance throughout action

Accuracy of serve

Consistency of serve to backhand in both courts

Drive Swing Volley Stop Volley

Number achieved
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What to Observe/Assess

The following qualities are important when observing and assessing young players:

1. The degree of racquet head control which the player shows to both create and absorb pace 
should improve with experience and understanding.

2. The competence of the player to mix up a variety of techniques off the ground and also before the 
bounce should be assessed.

3. The willingness of the player to come forward should be observed because it could indicate confidence. 

4. The ability of the player to change grips when necessary.

The Link to Tennis Development

The player must be able to play a variety of strokes in the course of a rally and be able to switch easily 
between different techniques.

CHANGE OF pACE
What to observe/assess

Quality 
High = 1

Improving = 2
Needs work = 3

Ages 8-9 Ages 10-11 Ages 12-13

Racquet head control when absorbing and creating pace

Ability to hit ball to target area

Ability to generate appropriate racquet head speed

Ability to move forward confidently

The ability to change grips when necessary
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ATHLETIC DEVELOPMENT MONITORING
Name of Player Date of 

Birth
Camp Venue Dates of 

Camp

Height Medicine Ball Toss 

All Ages: distance in feet and inches

Ball Throw 

Ages 8-9: 60 feet 

Ages 10-11: 90 feet

Multi-Jump 

Ages 12-13: distance in 

feet and inches

Height (ft/in) Forehand 
Throw 1

Forehand 
Throw 2

Backhand 
Throw 1

Backhand 
Throw 2

Throw 1 Throw 2 Jump 1 Jump 2

yes      no yes      no

Circle best attempt Circle best attempt Indicate number achieved Circle best attempt

In the quality columns below, a colored box indicates that this is a quality for that 
age group. Coaches should add 1, 2 or 3 to the appropriate quality.

Medicine Ball Throw

What to observe/assess

Quality
High = 1

Improving = 2
Needs work = 3

Ball Throw

What to observe/assess

Quality
High = 1

Improving = 2
Needs work = 3

Multi-Jump

What to observe/assess

Quality
High = 1

Improving = 2
Needs work = 3

Rotation and hips and 
shoulders

Maintains balance throughout Degree of coordination of 
arms/legs

Use of both arms equally Keeps back foot and hip 
back

Ability to stop and balance 
at end

Use of legs/kinetic chain Continuous action Ability to rebound

Involvement of core Rotation of top half of body

Arm speed as ball is released Throwing arm and hand 
move upward and forward 
at speed

Use of non-dominant arm

A
ge

s 
8-

9

Ages 
8-9

A
ge

s 
10

-1
1 Ages 

10-11

A
ge

s 
12

-1
3 Ages 

12-13
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TENNIS DEVELOPMENT MONITORING
Name of Player Date of Birth Camp Venue Dates of Camp

RALLY SERVE CHANGE OF PACE

Forehand 
1

Forehand 
2

Backhand 
1

Backhand 
2

Deuce 
Court

Ad Court Drive Swing 
Volley

Stop 
Volley

Number 
in court

Number 
of 10 in 
zone

Number 
achieved

Number 
rising

In court 
divided by 
rising

Circle best attempt Circle best attempt

In the quality columns below, a colored indicates that this is a quality for that age 
group. Coaches should add 1, 2 or 3 to the appropriate quality

Rally

What to observe / assess

Quality
High = 1

Improving = 2
Needs work = 3

Serve

What to observe / assess

Quality
High = 1

Improving = 2
Needs work = 3

Change of Pace

What to observe / assess

Quality
High = 1

Improving = 2
Needs work = 3

Ability to generate pace 
with control

Throwing action of racquet 
head with continental grip

Racquet head control 
when absorbing and 
creating pace

Height on racquet head 
on backswing

Use of the kinetic chain Ability to hit ball to target 
area

Arm action only or kinetic 
chain

Balance throughout action Ability to generate 
appropriate racquet head 
speed

Understanding of when/
how to hit rising ball

Accuracy of serve Ability to move forward 
confidently

Consistency of serve to 
backhand in both courts

The ability to change grips 
when necessary

A
ge

s 
8-

9

A
ge

s 
8-

9

A
ge

s 
8-

9

A
ge

s 
10

-1
1

A
ge

s 
10

-1
1

A
ge

s 
10

-1
1

A
ge

s 
12

-1
3

A
ge

s 
12

-1
3

A
ge

s 
12

-1
3
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Exercises and Practices to Work on at Home
1. Improving Reaction and Anticipation: Ball Catch

For parents and coaches

Tennis is a game in which players have to react to the ball coming toward them, work out the direction 
in which it is moving and be able to anticipate where they need to be to make contact with it. Speed 
of reaction is essential and can be improved and developed in young players, through a wide variety of 
different games. Here are just two games which can easily be played at home. There is no limit to the 
benefit of exercises such as these.

Game 1: One player holds a ball in each hand at shoulder height and drops one randomly. The other 
player, who is 6 feet away, sprints forward to catch the ball after once bounce. Move the catcher back after 
each successful catch to increase the difficulty. The player holding the ball can also lower his or her hands 
to shorten the drop as the catcher improves.

Game 2: Arrange three players in a line, with the player in the center facing one of the other players. The 
player on the end who is facing the player in the center throws a ball to him or her. After the center player 
catches the ball with one hand, he or she returns the ball and immediately turns around to catch another 
ball thrown by the player behind him or her. The center player catches and returns this ball before turning 
back to the first thrower. It is very important the ball is thrown quickly so that the center player must react 
very fast. Repeat the pattern until the center player misses a catch. Then the players change positions.

What to Observe/Assess

1. The player’s level of concentration and “alertness” of the eyes is important. They should be focused 
on the ball coming toward them.

2. If the player can refocus on the next ball quickly.

3. How well the player can move, turn and refocus.

2. Improving Dynamic Balance and Explosive Power: Clock Jumps

Place four cones in a square to represent 12, 3, 6 and 9 o’clock. Make sure the distance between 
opposite cones is: approximately 2 feet for 8- to 9-year-olds; approximately 3 feet for 10- to 11-year-olds; 
approximately 4 feet for 12- to 13-year-olds.

The player stands in the center of the cones and jumps with both feet together to each cone, returning to the 
center between each jump. The player progresses around the square three times, facing the same direction 
all of the time. The drill should be completed twice, with a rest of at least two minutes in between attempts. 
The drill could be timed. The time taken starts when the timer says, “Go,” and the player has both feet 
together in the center. The time finishes when the player has both feet back in the center after three rounds.
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What to Observe/Assess

1. The position of the head and shoulders is important. Both should be level, and the eyes should be forward.

2. The arms should be close to the body and used together to help the player jump forward.

3. The player should keep balanced throughout, with an upright posture and a straight back. 

4. The player should not “tip”’ forward, backward or to one side.

3. Improving Dynamic Balance and Core Stability (Three Cone Drill)

For parents and coaches

This is an exercise, first and foremost, to develop dynamic balance. The player is unstable because he 
or she is balancing on one leg. Young players also need to increase their core stability as they get older 
because the core is the principal way in which the force generated from the ground is coordinated and 
passed up through the body to the racquet arm. (This is called the kinetic chain). 

The second objective for this exercise is to help core stability. Strong muscles in the core also help reduce 
the likelihood of injury.

Place three cones in a V shape. The player stands between the two lateral cones and performs a right 
one-leg squat to touch each cone in turn with the left hand, standing up straight between each touch. 
Repeat in reverse order. Repeat with the opposite leg. Then repeat twice using a combination of left-leg 
squat and right-hand cone touch. Make sure the free leg is held close to the standing leg. Finally, repeat 
using the right leg and the right hand and then the left leg and the left hand.

Monitoring and development procedures
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What to Observe/Assess

1. Assess the player’s ability to keep balanced throughout this exercise. The balance is often lost as 
the player bends the knee of the standing leg.

2. The player should try to keep the back straight and the head up at all times, without tipping 
forward or sideway.

3. If the player tightens the muscles in the core, maintaining balance is easier.

4. Watch to see if the player maintains better balance with one leg. Usually, one leg is stronger than the 
other, so the objective is to be able to do the exercise to the same level with either leg or hand.

4. Improving the Kinetic Chain and Upper Arm Strength: Ball Toss

For parents and coaches

The kinetic chain (sometimes called the coordination chain) is the way in which the body transfers forces 
generated from the ground up through the body. Almost every action in tennis requires different parts of the 
body to coordinate with one another. Young players develop both strength and coordination as they mature.

This exercise helps players develop the skill of using the legs and arms in a coordinated manner and thus 
throw the ball higher and further. A medicine ball of a low weight and appropriate for the player’s age is 
useful, but the exercise can easily be completed with a baseball or similar slightly heavy ball.

The player holds the ball with both hands (fingers pointing toward each other behind the ball) at chest 
height. The player then bends both knees, keeping the back straight and then straightens both legs while at 
same time projecting the ball as far forward and upward as possible, for a catcher to catch the ball before it 
bounces. Repeat several times and gradually increase the distance between the player and the catcher.

Then the player should turn around, with his or her back to the catcher. The fingers should be moved to the 
side of the ball, and then ball is thrown high and backward over the head as far as possible. The knees and 
arms should be used in the same way as before, and the player needs to maintain balance throughout.

Monitoring and development procedures

Forward throw

catcher

catcher

player

player

Backward throw
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What to Observe/Assess

1. If the player can coordinate the different segments of the body together in sequence, starting with 
the ankles and knees and moving up to the arms.

2. If the player only uses the arms, this is an indicator that the coordination chain is not well developed. 
This skill will improve with age/maturity because it is a strength as well as a coordination issue.

3. If the player leaves the ground as the ball is released. This is an indication that the kinetic chain is 
being developed.

4. If both arms work equally together. Often, the dominant arm is more involved.

5. Monitoring Coordination: Jump Rope

For parents and coaches

Coordination is a very important skill for young players to develop and improve as they grow older. 
Together with balance, coordination is a foundation skill not just for tennis but for almost every sport. 
Jumping rope is a simple, varied and challenging way for young players to develop their skills.

The jump rope needs to be of the right length. If the player places a rope under both feet and then holds 
the arms at waist height to keep the rope taut, the length of rope from one hand, down to the ground and 
up to the other hand will be correct for that player.

Young players need to learn, practice and develop a wide variety of jump rope skills to help develop their 
coordination and endurance. The head should always be up and still, with the shoulders level. At least 10 
of each jump without a mistake should be possible.

The following are different sorts of jumps which could be practiced, but there are many variations which 
the players can make up for themselves:

1. Two feet together on the same spot

2. Alternate feet on the same spot

3. Two feet together on the same spot, with the rope going backward

4. Alternate feet running forward

5. Alternate feet moving sideways

What to Observe/Assess

1. If the player can control and coordinate the rope turn with his or her hands and feet.

2. If a wide variety of different jumps can be achieved, in an increasing number for each, without a mistake. 

3. If the player can “invent” different ways of jumping rope.

Monitoring and development procedures
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6. Monitoring Complex Coordination and Rhythm: 4-ball Catch and Toss

For parents and coaches

Coordination is a basic skill for any sport. Complex coordination means being able to do one thing with 
one part of the body, while doing something else with another. It is therefore an essential skill in tennis. This 
exercise (another similar one is juggling) is great fun, and many young players develop different and complex 
variations. Make sure young players start with one ball and progress as they feel able and confident. Tennis 
strokes also need a sense of rhythm to be successful, and this exercise requires a sense of rhythm.

The exercise requires:

• Four orange tennis balls per two players up to the age 10 

• Four green balls per two players ages 10-12 

• Four yellow balls per two players ages 12-13

The players should be of similar height. They start by facing each other about 4 feet apart. The players 
start by passing one then two, then three and, finally, four balls round in a square between them. The balls 
must be tossed between the partners away from their sides, not centrally to the body. 

The players start with one ball and move it in a square between them without a bounce. Each player 
catches the ball with one hand to one side of the body, passes it to the other hand and then tosses it back 
down the opposite side to the partner who catches it, passes it to the other hand and then tosses it back 
down the opposite side to the partner. When the players are proficient, increase the difficulty by adding a 
second ball. The balls need to be tossed together and at the same time! Introduce the third and then the 
fourth ball as the players become proficient.

What to Observe

1. How quickly the players can reach four balls because this indicates better coordination.

2. How many “rounds” the players can complete without a mistake, indicating focus and concentration.

3. How many variations of the exercise they can add themselves.

Monitoring and development procedures
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 7. Monitoring Agility and Speed (Spider Drill)

For parents and coaches

The third of the basic skills for tennis is agility. This is the ability to move at speed and change direction quickly while 
maintaining balance. For many young players, this is a learned skill and certainly one that can be improved. Tennis 
players need to continually change direction quickly, but need to keep their balance as they do so.

The spider drill is a suitable exercise for young players because it can also measure speed over a short distance 
and time. Parents and coaches should help players pick the ball up and set it down with the nearest hand.

It is very important that at least two minutes of rest is given between each attempt at the exercise.

A stopwatch and five tennis balls are needed.

• The backcourt of the orange court is used for 8- to 9-year-olds. 

• The backcourt of a 78-foot court is used for 10- to 11-year-olds and 12- to 13-year-olds.

It is very important that the appropriate court area for the age group is used.

One ball is placed on each of the following points of the tennis court (see diagram on next page):

• Both junctions of the baseline and the singles side line 

• Both junctions of the side lines and service court lines 

• The junction of the center line and the service court line

The racquet is placed with the head touching the baseline by the hash mark, with the handle away from 
the line. The player starts with the front foot on the center hash mark at the center of the baseline, facing 
the first ball on the junction on the baseline and singles side line.

The balls must be picked up in the correct order: ball 1 to ball 5. However, the player may choose to move 
in the opposite direction (from ball 5 to ball 1). On the word “Go,” the stopwatch is started and the player 
runs as fast as possible to pick up the first ball, which is on the junction of one side line and the baseline, 
returns to the hash mark and places the ball down on the racquet strings so it does not roll or bounce off. 
The player then runs to pick up the second ball, which is on the junction of the service line and the side 
line, before placing this ball on the racquet with the first one. The remaining balls are then picked up in 
order, finishing with the fifth ball, which is on the junction of the side line and the baseline. The stop watch 
is stopped when the fifth ball is placed on the racquet. The time should be recorded in seconds. 

If more than one ball falls or bounces off the racquet strings, the player should take a rest and then restarts.
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What to Observe/Assess

1. If the player picks up the ball and puts it down with the same hand on every occasion. Changing to the 
nearest hand to pick up or put the ball down would make the player quicker.

2. If the player can stop and change direction quickly and sharply. Some players will run in an arc instead of 
changing direction sharply. Tennis players need to stop, start and change direction quickly.

3. If the player maintains balance throughout the drill.

4. If the player slows down toward the end.

5. The determination the player shows to complete the exercise successfully with all the balls on the racquet.

Monitoring and development procedures
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